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RESOURCE C: Attic red-figure kylix by Makron, c.470 BCE
This kylix shows two different roles of women.

Exterior: A brothel scene showing men negotiating with prostitutes.

Tondo: A wife pours a libation on an altar; she holds a kanoun (a basket
for making religious offerings) and there is an incense burner behind her.
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RESOURCE D: Attic red-figure loutrophoros, unattributed, c.425 BCE
This loutrophoros shows scenes from a wedding.

On the front of the loutrophoros, the groom leads the bride from her father’s house to his house. His mother
holds torches to welcome them. The attendant arranges the bride’s veil. Eros (Desire) flies between them.
On the back, the groom and the bride’s father shake hands to signify they have made an agreement on the
marriage.
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OR: ANCIENT ROME
RESOURCE E: Plutarch, Advice to Bride and Groom
Plutarch, himself happily married, wrote an essay for a young friend who was about to marry about how
a husband and wife should behave to each other.

22. The Roman, on being admonished by his friends because he had put away a virtuous,
wealthy, and lovely wife, reached out his shoe and said, “Yes, this is beautiful to look at, and
new, but nobody knows where it pinches me.” A wife, then, ought not to rely on her dowry
or birth or beauty, but on things in which she gains the greatest hold on her husband, namely
conversation, character, and comradeship, which she must render not perverse or vexatious
day by day, but accommodating, inoffensive, and agreeable. For … it is the petty, continual,
daily clashes between man and wife, unnoticed by the great majority, that disrupt and mar
married life.
33. If [women] subordinate themselves to their husbands, they are commended, but if they want
to have control, they cut a sorrier figure than the subjects of their control. And control ought to
be exercised by the man over the woman, not as the owner has control over a piece of property,
but, as the soul governs the body, by entering into her feelings and being knit to her through
goodwill. As, therefore, it is possible to exercise care over the body without being a slave to
its pleasures and desires, so it is possible to govern a wife, and at the same time to delight and
gratify her.
47. The husband ought to … show no greater respect for anybody than for his wife, seeing
that their chamber is bound to be for her a school of orderly behaviour or of wantonness.
The man who enjoys the very pleasures from which he tries to dissuade his wife is in no wise
different from him who bids her fight to the death against the enemies to whom he has himself
surrendered.
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RESOURCE F: Ovid, Amores 1.8
An old woman gives advice to a young woman about how to treat her lovers.

And I don’t care how handsome he is. In this business there’s no free lunch.
Let him wheedle your price from his own lover.
At first, when you’re baiting the trap, work for rates they can’t refuse;
once hooked, milk them for all they’re worth.
There’s nothing wrong with canned passion – purr sweet nothings in his ear,
say “I adore you” – all the way to the bank.
At the same time, often stop the lovemaking short; complain of a headache,
or say you have to rush to church to worship Isis.
But don’t push the hard-to-get stuff too far or he might get used to it,
and his fire, doused, completely sputter out.
Turn a deaf door to penniless pleading; open it wide to the generous giver;
time it so one lover hears another leaving.
If he complains that you’ve hurt him, cry and scream that he hurt you first;
upstage his charges with countercharges.
But take care never to let his anger simmer too long in its own juices.
Anger often can age into bitter feelings.
Make the most of your eyes; learn how to turn the waterworks on and off;
at the least trifle let your cheeks swim in tears.
If deception sometimes requires perjury, there’s no need to worry:
Venus can fix it so the gods won’t hear.
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RESOURCE G: Marriage scene from a Roman sarcophagus, second century CE
The sarcophagus shows scenes from the life of a military officer: victory in battle, sacrifice to the gods,
and the wedding scene below.

The bride and groom clasp hands, while Concordia (signifying harmony and mutual
agreement) draws them together. Hymenaeus (the god of marriage) holds a torch between
them.
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RESOURCE H: Wall painting from Herculaneum, first century BCE

A woman and man share a couch during a banquet. She wears a sheer top and a gold net over her
hair. An attendant brings them a box, and on the table in front of them are utensils for mixing
wine.
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RESOURCE K: Phiale from the workshop of the Achilles Painter, c.430 BCE

The main images on this phiale (libation dish) depict hetairai (courtesans) entertaining three men. They may
depict the various stages of becoming a courtesan. At the top, a bearded man seated in a chair is listening
to the music of a girl playing the flute. To the left, a youth seated in a chair turns his head in conversation
towards a woman at his left. At his right, a woman stands holding an oinochoe and three phialae for the men
to drink from. At the bottom, a girl dancing and holding castanets is watched by a youth and a woman.
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RESOURCE O: Roman funerary relief, c.80 BCE
This stone funerary relief depicts two former slaves of Greek origin posed as married Roman citizens.

The inscribed funerary relief of Lucius Aurelius Hermia and his wife, Aurelia Philematium,
c.80 BCE. It was found in Latium, Italy, beside the Via Nomentana (a road).
The Latin inscription to the left of the central relief translates as: “Aurelius Hermia, freedman
of Lucius, butcher by trade from the Viminal Hill. My partner who departed this life before me
was pure of body and loving of spirit. She was the only one for me, and lived her life faithful to
her faithful husband, with equal devotion. She never failed in her duties through self-interest
or greed. Aurelia, freedwoman of Lucius.”
The inscription on the right translates as: “Aurelia Philematio, freedwoman of Lucius. In life,
I was given the name Aurelia Philematium (Little Kiss) and led a chaste, modest and sheltered
life, faithful to my husband. Aurelius, my husband, whom I now sadly miss, was a fellow
freedman. He was, in fact, much more to me than even a parent. He took me into his care at the
age of seven. Now at the age of forty, I fall into the hands of death. He flourished in the eyes of
others due to my constant and close support.”
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RESOURCE P: Bronze objects associated with the Roman slave trade

Resource P (i): A Roman figurine of a bound captive, likely depicting a slave, with a flat back
and a vertical and horizontal piercing for mounting, found near Andover, Hampshire, UK.
Second or third century CE.

Resource P (ii): A bronze tag for a slave, inscribed: “Hold me, lest I flee, and return me to my
master Viventius on the estate of Callistus.” Such tags were often riveted on collars and used
on slaves considered a flight risk. Fourth century CE.
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